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The Challenge of Staying 
Secure — and Productive —  
in a Mobile World 
Today, more people are going mobile than ever before. Smartphones, tablets,  
and other mobile devices have become ubiquitous in their personal lives —  
and increasingly they’re bringing these devices to work. According to Perillon,  
87% of companies expect their employees to use their personal devices for  
work purposes.1 And by 2025, it’s estimated there will be more than 75 billion  
connected devices around the world.2 

While the explosion in mobile has provided unprecedented value and convenience 
for consumers, there’s also a downside. The shift to mobile significantly broadens 
the attack surface, which means that businesses are more vulnerable than ever 
before to cyberattacks, user impersonation, and data theft. The cost of cybercrime 
is steep and getting steeper. According to Juniper Research, the average cost of 
a data breach in 2020 will exceed $150 million.3 

1 Perillon EHS Management Blog: www.perillon.com/blog/mobile-statistics-devices-at-work
2 Statista: www.statista.com/statistics/471264/iot-number-of-connected-devices-worldwide/
3 Juniper Research: https://www.cybintsolutions.com/cyber-security-facts-stats/

ADAPTIVE SECURITY 
AND AI TO PROTECT 
MOBILE ENDPOINTS
How BlackBerry Intelligent Security empowers companies 
with security that travels and adapts with the business
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Businesses are understandably concerned and cautious; in a recent survey, 94% 
of financial services IT professionals said they are not confident their employees 
can adequately safeguard data.4 The risk has forced companies into a costly 
tradeoff between security and productivity. In an effort to protect their data,  
many have scaled back on introducing potentially valuable enterprise apps.  
In fact, a recent survey showed that 80% of financial services firms are limiting 
their deployment of apps due to security concerns.5

Until recently, the options for businesses trying to secure employee devices and 
apps were limited. For the most part, mobile device management (MDM) solutions 
depended on pushing out security policies to each individual endpoint. But this 
was a difficult and costly responsibility for companies with thousands or more 
employees, many of whom were now bringing their own devices to work.  
How do you do device management when you don’t own the devices?

BlackBerry helped address this problem with its BlackBerry® DynamicsTM platform, 
which wraps security around any application and then uses a similar push- 
mechanism to roll security policies out beyond the devices into the application layer. 

Yet most businesses still need to rely on program staff to manually push security 
policies out to these devices. These policies remain in place until someone manually 
changes them. It’s no surprise that users become frustrated with these static 
policies that, depending on their location and work situation, are either overly 
restrictive — curtailing productivity — or too lax, exposing their devices and  
company data to hackers and other bad actors.

Introducing BlackBerry  
Intelligent Security: Security That 
Travels and Adapts with You
What if you had a way to adjust your security policies on the fly to match the 
changing risk profiles of users as they moved from place to place? What if you 
could ease security requirements when they’re working from a trusted location, 
doing tasks they do regularly at that time of day — and then automatically tighten 
controls when they travel to a new location or try to access apps and data in an 
unexpected way, signaling the possibility that a cybercriminal might be at work?

BlackBerry® Intelligent Security is designed to do just that. It’s an advanced solution 
that intelligently administers and enforces security policies across all of your 
endpoints using artificial intelligence (AI) and predictive analytics to adjust and 
update policies automatically based on changing situational risk.

4 QuinStreet: www.blackberry.com/content/dam/blackberry-com/asset/enterprise/pdf/ 
wp-financial-services-study-its-time-to-recognize-user-needs-and-secure-them.pdf

5 QuinStreet: www.blackberry.com/content/dam/blackberry-com/asset/enterprise/pdf/wp-financial-
services-study-its-time-to-recognize-user-needs-and-secure-them.pdf

http://www.blackberry.com/content/dam/blackberry-com/asset/enterprise/pdf/wp-finacial-services-study-its-time-to-recognize-user-needs-and-secure-them.pdf
http://www.blackberry.com/content/dam/blackberry-com/asset/enterprise/pdf/wp-finacial-services-study-its-time-to-recognize-user-needs-and-secure-them.pdf
http://www.blackberry.com/content/dam/blackberry-com/asset/enterprise/pdf/wp-finacial-services-study-its-time-to-recognize-user-needs-and-secure-them.pdf
http://www.blackberry.com/content/dam/blackberry-com/asset/enterprise/pdf/wp-finacial-services-study-its-time-to-recognize-user-needs-and-secure-them.pdf
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Instead of applying inflexible, static policies, now you can continuously adapt your 
security and policy posture to keep pace with the fast-changing risks experienced 
by users. BlackBerry Intelligent Security is an effective way to keep all your people 
secure without impacting their productivity and safeguarding your data and assets 
on a smart, affordable, AI-powered platform that gets smarter the more you use it.

How BlackBerry Intelligent  
Security Works
Real-time Risk Scoring

BlackBerry Intelligent Security dynamically adapts the security requirements of 
protected devices and apps to every user’s real-world experience. It generates  
a continually evolving risk score in real time based on:

• Geographic location: examining the frequency and patterns of users  
based on predictive analysis of anonymized location data to determine 
a location-based risk score

• Network trust: determining the frequency of network use to adjust  
security dynamically based on the profile

• Time and usage anomalies*: generating a contextual risk score based on 
learning how and when authorized users normally access data

• Device and application DNA*: recognizing whether the device and apps  
are compliant and up to date then adjusting security policies based on  
that unique profile

Adjust Security Requirements to Match Risk Exposure

As the risk score is continuously updated, users may be required to change how 
they login and access different enterprise systems and applications. For example, 
if users are signing in from an office location that is frequently used — and running 
apps that are typical for those users — they may only need a simple password to 
gain entry. But for users traveling to a new, potentially high-risk place, or launching 
apps for the first time, tighter controls may be put in place: access to certain apps 
and data may be limited, device features such as the camera may be disabled, 
and stricter authentication procedures may be required.

You’re in Control

With BlackBerry Intelligent Security, you can build trusted user-behavior models 
designed for your specific business and industry. For example, you can create 
customized risk score ranges and specify the management actions to be taken  
at each risk level. You can also define custom geo-zones and assign unique risk 
levels and management actions for each one. An example of a geo-zone might be 
a secure and trusted office location, to which you would assign a low risk level. 

Full Visibility

You can view 
statistics and 
reports about all 
your organization’s 
apps and devices 
using BlackBerry’s 
cloud-based  
analytics portal. 

* Pending features

https://docs.blackberry.com/en/endpoint-management/blackberry-analytics/latest
https://docs.blackberry.com/en/endpoint-management/blackberry-analytics/latest
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The risk and behavioral models you create with BlackBerry Intelligent Security  
can apply to both individual behavior and aggregate user behavior across  
multiple dimensions. 

Cost-effective and Extensible

In most cases, you can implement BlackBerry Intelligent Security with minimal new 
investments in IT infrastructure, and it may help you save money by eliminating the 
need for a separate multi-factor authorization solution. And because the solution 
is built on BlackBerry’s extensible Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) architecture, you 
can integrate third-party data and threat-detection services. The solution can 
work with existing third-party infrastructures like external IDPs or applications.

Enhanced User Experience

With BlackBerry Intelligent Security, employees and other users can experience 
less frustration because the solution adapts the security and policy posture to 
their current work circumstances instead of applying a one-size-fits-all static 
policy. For example, if they’re working at a known, high-trust location under 
normal conditions, users may enjoy productivity-enhancing conveniences  
such as a “zero sign-in” ability and fewer annoying system “timeouts.” And  
since the user experience and security policies are dynamically optimized,  
users clearly understand whenever security policies are changed. 

Inside BlackBerry Intelligent Security

* Pending features
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Adapting As You Move
Wherever you go around the world, BlackBerry Intelligent Security travels with  
you, adapting policies automatically to your changing location and work habits. 
The following scenarios help illustrate this capability.

Working overseas intelligently. When an international banker  
leaves his home country to meet with clients, the banker’s  
smartphone and tablet policies dynamically adjust:

• Timeout frequency is increased

• The amount of data that is synced is reduced, minimizing theft of critical data 

• Access to intranet sites is restricted, minimizing the risk of hacking

By tightening access automatically while traveling, the banker and his clients 
reduce risk and minimize the potential damage from device loss or seizure.  
After returning home, more relaxed security policies are automatically applied. 

Keeping military secrets safe. A colonel works on a base that includes  
a restricted, high-security zone. As the officer enters the restricted zone, 
his camera and Bluetooth® connectivity are automatically disabled. At 

the same time, BlackBerry Intelligent Security allows him access to restricted 
internal-zone websites via a secure browser. When the officer leaves the zone, 
security policies automatically adapt again, turning his camera and Bluetooth 
connectivity back on while disabling access to the restricted-zone sites.

Build on Your Existing 
BlackBerry Solutions

BlackBerry Intelligent 
Security is built on the same 
highly secure, trusted, and 
extensible Plaform-as- 
Service (PaaS) solutions 
already deployed by 
thousands of BlackBerry 
customers.

• BlackBerry Dynamics 
for next-gen container-
ization to protect data* 

• BlackBerry® UEM for 
unified endpoint 
management

• BlackBerry® Enterprise 
Identity Management 
for easy, secure single 
sign-on

* If your organization uses the 
BlackBerry® DynamicsTM SDK to 
create custom BlackBerry 
Dynamics apps, you can leverage 
the BlackBerry® Analytics SDK to 
allow those apps to send data  
to the BlackBerry Intelligent 
Security services.

Balancing Risk Factors Across Multiple Dimensions

To apply the most appropriate security policies, BlackBerry Intelligent Security 
leverages artificial intelligence and machine learning to continuously track, 
assess, and react to a complex array of user behaviors. It answers key 
questions such as:

Where is the user?
• Is current location inherently higher or lower risk?

• Is current location and time consistent with past behavior?

• Is current location and time possible based on last known location and time?

What device, app, and network are being used?
• Has this device or app been used before and how often?

• Has the device or app changed since last used?

• Has the network been used before and what is its reputation?

What is the user trying to do?
• What app or service is being accessed?
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Boosting Productivity
BlackBerry Intelligent Security streamlines access to apps and services when people 
are working in a safe, known environment, then tightens access in riskier locations. 
Here’s how people can work more efficiently with BlackBerry Intelligent Security.

Streamlining branch-office visits. When a regional bank manager visits 
one of the company’s retail branches, her presence is  
immediately detected by BlackBerry’s mobile geolocation capability. She 
is automatically granted access to privileged applications  

appropriate to her role. After leaving the branch, the banker’s access to the  
local apps is automatically removed. The result: she maximizes productivity  
when working at the branch while dynamically reducing the threat surface.

Working more efficiently at headquarters. When a mid-level  
employee arrives at this low-risk, trusted location at a normal time  
of day, he can hit the ground running. Detecting a safe geo and behav-
ioral profile, BlackBerry Intelligent Security automatically  

relaxes security controls, providing simplified sign-on to email over his AndroidTM 
phone, and easy access to work resources. For example:

• Fast fingerprint authentication is enabled

• Authentication requests are less frequent

• Streamlined access to intranet sites and privileged apps is enabled

Ramping up securely from home. When a new home-based  
employee tries to access her company’s applications for the first  
time, BlackBerry Intelligent Security doesn’t recognize the location  

and applies appropriate controls that require the worker to perform multi-factor 
authentication. But after she signs in successfully a few times, the AI solution 
“learns” the location’s risk level and permits her to sign in with just a password. 
Now she gets to work and accesses productivity apps without delay.

Locking Out Attackers 
BlackBerry Intelligent Security helps companies keep cybercriminals at bay and 
neutralize attacks proactively. The solution makes device or app cloning and user 
impersonation (or identity spoofing) virtually impossible. And when a potential  
bad actor is detected, preventative action is immediately initiated. 

Thwarting cybercriminals. When a malicious actor tries to access  
a home-based worker’s SaaS solution, BlackBerry detects that the hack-
er is based in a high-risk location, as specified by the company’s security 

policy. After alerting the home worker, who confirms it wasn’t him trying  
to log in, the attacker is automatically locked out. The attack is blocked.

Around 24,000  
malicious mobile  
apps are blocked 
every day.6

6 Varonis Systems: https://blogvaronis2.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/2018- 
cybersecurity-statistics.jpg

https://blogvaronis2.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/2018-cybersecurity-statistics.jpg
https://blogvaronis2.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/2018-cybersecurity-statistics.jpg
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Security for the Modern Economy
In an increasingly mobile world, companies must find ways to keep their employees 
both secure and productive wherever they’re working. Until now, administering 
and updating security for an exploding number of devices has been a difficult  
and costly task. Depending on the situation, either productivity suffered because 
of overly-tight controls, or security was compromised with too-easy access. 

BlackBerry Intelligent Security changes the game. Companies and agencies now 
have the ability to dynamically adapt security policies in real time as users travel 
and work in changing locations. BlackBerry’s AI-powered solution provides a 
cost-effective way for companies to keep pace with escalating security demands 
while boosting employee productivity. What better way to compete in the modern 
mobile world? 

Learn More 
Learn more about BlackBerry Intelligent Security at www.blackberry.com/ 
intelligentsecurity.

http://www.blackberry.com/intelligentsecurity 
http://www.blackberry.com/intelligentsecurity 
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BlackBerry (NYSE: BB; TSX: BB) is a trusted security software and services 
company that provides enterprises and governments with the technology they 
need to secure the Internet of Things. Based in Waterloo, Ontario, the company 
is unwavering in its commitment to safety, cybersecurity, and data privacy,  
and leads in key areas such as artificial intelligence, endpoint security and 
management, encryption, and embedded systems. For more information,  
visit BlackBerry.com and follow @BlackBerry.

About BlackBerry

http://BlackBerry.com
https://twitter.com/BlackBerry

